Abstract: The current study uses principles from Cognitive Grammar to better account for the symbolic integration of gesture and speech. Drawing on data collected from language use, we examine the use of two attention-directing strategies that are expressed through gesture, beats and pointing. It has been claimed that beats convey no semantic information. We propose that beat gestures are symbolic structures. It has also been noted that beats are often overlaid on other gestures. To date, however, no detailed explanation has been offered to account for the conceptual and phonological integration of beats with other co-expressed gestures. In this paper, we explore the integration of beats and pointing gestures as complex gestural expressions. We find that simple beat gestures, as well as beat gestures co-expressed with pointing gestures, are used to direct attention to meanings in speech that are associated with salient components of stancetaking acts. Our account further reveals a symbolic motivation for the apparent "superimposing" of beats onto pointing gestures. By closely examining actual usage events, we take an initial step toward demonstrating how the symbolic elements of both beats and points are integrated in multimodal constructions.
Introduction
Not every word a speaker utters has equal status. Some meanings are more important to the communicative goals and intentions that a speaker has for a particular interaction. Languages typically offer a variety of expressive resources that function to call special attention to meanings that a speaker wants to emphasize. For example, English speakers can direct attention to different aspects of meaning using pitch accents. In the contrastive focus construction He didn't BUY the car from her. She GAVE it to him, pitch accents emphasize a contrast between the negated proposition in the first clause and the affirmative proposition that follows. Morphosyntactic strategies are also available in many languages for attention-directing functions and can be used in combination with prosodic strategies. An example from English is the topic-focus construction in which the direct object is moved to a position typically reserved for the subject, giving further emphasis to a clause-level topic (e.g., I enjoyed visiting the Colosseum but the FORUM, I liked the best.). Most languages also have lexical inventories that are used to intensify or highlight particular words. English has a number of words that are used as degree modifiers to intensify or emphasize a property associated with a referent (e.g., very smart, so sloppy, completely wrong, ridiculously funny). These strategies reflect the importance of speakers' need to highlight or draw attention to different dimensions of meaning in language use.
In this paper we examine the use of two attention-directing strategies that are expressed using gesture: beats and pointing. Beat gestures have been formally characterized as "biphasic movements of the hands" . These movements typically involve a "simple flick of the hand or finger up and down, or back and forth" (McNeill 1992: 15) ; however, beats may also be performed using other body parts, such as the head or eyebrows (Krahmer and Swerts 2007) . Certain phases in the movement of the beat closely interact with temporal structures of the accompanying speech. The apex of a beat movement, which is the "kinetic 'goal' of the stroke" (Loehr 2004: 89) or the "point of maximal extension" (Alexanderson et al. 2013; Leonard and Cummins 2011: 1459) , temporally aligns with pitch accented syllables (Alexanderson et al. 2013) . The temporal alignment of beat gestures with speech has been found to impact the perception of prominence at the word level. Listeners perceive words that are co-expressed with beats (including those beats performed non-manually) as having a higher degree of prominence than words that do not occur with beats (Krahmer and Swerts 2007) . This effect is observed even when the timing of beats in relationship to speech is manipulated to be misaligned with pitch accents.
The function of beats has been described in various ways. Many researchers have claimed that beats have "no semantic content" (Alibali et al. 2001; Biau and Soto-Faraco 2013; Özçalışkan and Goldin-Meadow 2009) , perhaps considering semantics to include only propositional meanings. Many, including some researchers who characterize beats as being without semantic content, have acknowledged that beats serve emphatic functions and are closely tied to they are indicating, whereas in placing, speakers try to place the object they are indicating so that it falls within the addressees' focus of attention. Langacker (2016b) finds that pointing serves a referential grounding semantic function. In his analysis pointing has a directive force, instructing the hearer to follow the direction of the pointing gesture so that both the speaker and the hearer focus their attention on the same entity, which is the referent of the gesture. Wilcox and Occhino (2016) propose that pointing in signed languages is a construction comprised of two component symbolic structures: a pointing device, such as a hand, serving to direct attention (visual or conceptual) to a second component structure, which they call a Place.
The literature on pointing reveals two distinct but ultimately related issues. First, while gesture researchers often note that pointing consists of two elements -e.g., a body movement indicating a location, or a visible action establishing a referent -they do not offer an explicit analysis of the symbolically complex nature of pointing. Second, many researchers agree that pointing serves to direct the attention of the addressee so that the speaker and addressee focus their joint attention on the same referent. We will suggest that a symbolic account of the composite nature of pointing helps to reveal more specifically how it serves to direct attention.
The current study uses principles from Cognitive Grammar (CG) (Langacker 1987 (Langacker , 2008 and multimodal construction grammar (Stickles 2016; Kok and Cienki 2015) to account for the symbolic integration of gesture and speech. Drawing on data collected from language use, we first analyze the use of beat gestures in multimodal constructions. We define constructions as form-meaning mappings which vary along a continuum of conventionality. This study agrees with researchers who have suggested that beats interact with information structure. However, in taking a cognitive approach, we reject claims that beats do not express semantic content, as information structure is understood to be a part of meaning. Instead we provide a detailed account of how the schematic meaning of beats, which we describe as emphasis, is expressed through the participation of beats in specific constructions. As previously mentioned, it has been claimed that beats are often overlaid on other gesture types (McNeill et al. 2015) . To date, however, no detailed explanation has been offered to account for the conceptual and phonological integration of beats with other co-expressed gestures. In this paper we explore the integration of beats and pointing gestures in complex gestural expressions. We find that beat gestures alone, as well as beat gestures co-expressed with pointing gestures, are used to direct attention to meanings in speech that are associated with the key components of stancetaking acts. While simple beats and beat-point constructions both interact with the expression of stancetaking, we will show that beat-point constructions serve different functions than simple beats.
Through this analysis, we challenge the view still present in the literature that gestures do not combine with other gestures to form complex constructions. In fact, our account shows a symbolic motivation for the apparent "superimposing" of beats onto pointing gestures. By closely examining actual usage events, we take an initial step toward demonstrating how the symbolic elements of both beats and points are specifically integrated in complex multimodal constructions.
Cognitive grammar
The central claim of CG is that only three structures are posited (Langacker 1987) : semantic, phonological, and symbolic. Semantic structures are conceptualizations exploited for linguistic purposes. Phonological structures include sounds, gestures, and orthographic representations; an essential feature of phonological structures is that they are able to be perceived. Symbolic structures form an associative link between phonological and semantic structures, such that one is able to evoke the other.
Symbolic structures are abstracted from discourse. CG views discourse as the ongoing succession of usage events, actual instances of language use (Langacker 2001) . By extracting commonalities across usage events, speakers develop schemas, superordinate concepts which specify what is common to several, or many, more specific concepts (Tuggy 2007) . The more specified structures are called elaborations or instantiations of the schema. Schematicity is a relative notion: a concept is schematic in relation to a more specific concept, and an elaboration is more specific relative to a higher-level schema. Schematization applies to both the phonological and the semantic poles of symbolic structures.
Discourse takes place within a shared ground, which consists of the speech event, the speaker (S) and hearer (H), their interaction, their conception of reality, and the time and place of the speech event.
1 Discourse also takes place within a "current discourse space" (CDS), which is "the mental space comprising those elements and relations construed as being shared by the speaker and hearer as the basis for communication at a given moment in the flow of discourse" (Langacker 2001: 144) . One goal of discourse is that the speaker and hearer focus their attention on the same conceived entity within this shared discourse space. The symbolic resources available to speakers permit them to manage their limited attentional and conceptual "field of view," akin to the visual field of visual perception. As Langacker (2001: 145) explains, "Metaphorically, it is as if we are 'looking at' the world through a window, or viewing frame. The immediate scope of our conception at any one moment is limited to what appears in this frame, and the focus of attention -what an expression profiles (i.e., designates) -is included in that scope" (Figure 1 ).
As shown in Figure 2 , symbolic structures incorporate multiple channels (Langacker 2001) . The semantic pole consists of several conceptualization channels, including speech management, information structure, and objective content. Speech management includes such functions as holding the floor and turn taking. Information structure includes emphasis, discourse topic, and given vs. new information. Objective content is a core channel; it is the conceptualization of the situation being described by a linguistic expression. The phonological pole consists of several vocalization channels. The core vocalization channel for speech is segmental content. Other channels include intonation and gesture. Symbolic structures combine with other symbolic structures to form complex symbolic assemblies. As Langacker (2008: 161) notes, "Most of the expressions we employ are symbolically complex, to some degree analyzable into smaller symbolic elements. Grammar consists of the patterns for constructing such expressions. Accordingly, the expressions and the patterns are referred to as constructions. … Constructions are symbolic assemblies". This characterization suggests nothing about the status of a construction in terms of conventionality within a speech community. Symbolic assemblies (i.e., constructions) vary in the degree to which they are conventional. While individual component structures might be highly conventional, the integration of those components as a symbolic assembly might be more creative, although it is expected that at least some degree of conventionality must exist for communication to be successful. Likewise, a symbolic assembly might be entrenched for a particular speaker without being conventional across a community of speakers.
We claim and will offer evidence that in addition to constructions in the spoken modality, component symbolic structures that are vocalized in the gestural channel integrate to form more complex gestural constructions. Constructions also may consist of symbolic assemblies composed of speech and gesture. These latter are thus multimodal constructions consisting of the phonological and semantic integration of speech and gesture.
Both speech and gesture exhibit an asymmetry, which in CG is called autonomy and dependence. As Langacker (2016a: 10) explains, An autonomous structure (A) has the potential to be manifested independently. A dependent structure (D) requires the support of an autonomous one for its full manifestation: ((A) D). It thus makes schematic reference to A as part of its internal structure. Being autonomous, A is usually more substantive than D, and by definition it has priority. So … we can say that D elaborates A to form a higher-level structure AD. Because it incorporates A, this higher-level structure is normally autonomous as well and may in turn be elaborated. Langacker (2016a: 10) Autonomy and dependence are features of both the phonological and the semantic poles of symbolic structures. A/D organization can be observed both within a particular channel and across channels of the same pole. For example, Speech-gesture constructions in cognitive grammar internal to the spoken segmental content channel, vowels are autonomous in relation to consonants. A/D structure also is manifest across channels of the same pole. Intonation is dependent, making schematic reference to an autonomous carrier, the segmental content, for its full manifestation. Likewise, the information structure conceptualization channel is to some extent dependent, requiring information that is emphasized or serves as the target of discourse focus; this autonomous information is often provided by the objective content channel.
While the various channels correspond to qualitatively different modes of articulation/vocalization at the phonological pole and to different dimensions of meaning at the semantic pole, it would be erroneous to interpret them as sharply distinct from one another. Usage events come to us as complex symbolic assemblies that simultaneously incorporate multiple vocalization channels and evoke meanings across and within each of the conceptual channels. One benefit to referring to channels when talking about symbolic structures is that it emphasizes that the semantic pole includes more than strictly propositional meanings (see also Pisoni 1997 ). Higher-level grammatical constructions that express meanings associated with information structure and speech management are symbolic in their own right. All of these types of meanings are aspects of the semantic pole, they just emphasize different dimensions of it, as will be seen in the case of beats and pointing gestures.
The gestural channel
Within the CG framework, the term gesture identifies a vocalization channel, the phonological pole of a symbolic structure. Like the segmental content channel, the gestural channel also exhibits A/D asymmetry. In order to describe this aspect of the gesture channel, we use a classification first proposed by sign linguists (Battison 1978; Stokoe 1960) for describing the phonological structure of signed languages. Like signs, manual gestures consist of handshapes, locations, orientations, and movements. Handshapes are autonomous physical entities composed of material substance residing in space. In a specific gestural construction the hands occupy a location in space and an orientation (the direction in which the palm faces). Hand location and orientation are dependent properties requiring an autonomous hand for their manifestation. Movement is also a dependent property: a movement makes schematic reference to an autonomous entity (which moves). In gesture, the autonomous entity is typically instantiated by the hand(s).
We include one additional articulatory property, manner of movement, which is essential to our account of the phonological structure of beat gestures. The way in which a particular movement is produced is a dependent property, requiring a more autonomous property, which is provided by movement. Although a full treatment of what constitutes manner of movement is beyond the scope of this article, a simple example will demonstrate the basic notion. Consider the difference between tracing a linear path with the index finger, arm outstretched, moving downward (e.g., to depict a painted vertical line on a wall) in a slow and steady motion, and the gesture an orchestra conductor makes to give the opening downbeat of a piece of music. The downbeat is given with a distinct, rapid initial acceleration. This is a quality of motion we are calling manner of movement. Thus, the gestural channel is internally complex. Certain aspects of gestural form are autonomous and other aspects are dependent. These A/D aspects of gesture will play a significant role in the integration of beat and point gestures, as well as their integration with speech.
A symbolic analysis of multimodal assemblies
Co-speech gestures, we claim, are symbolic structures: they combine a phonological pole specified in the gestural channel, and a semantic pole specified in at least one of the conceptualization channels. Highly conventional gestures such as the emblems "V for victory" or the "thumb-up" gesture are phonologically specific gestures semantically specified in the objective content channel: they have specific phonological instantiations and specific semantic content. They thus function like, and in many cases can substitute for, spoken lexical items, which are phonologically and semantically specific as well. As we will see in the next section, gestures may also be specified in another conceptual channel.
We draw upon data collected from language use to support our claims that (1) beats are symbolic structures, (2) gestural symbolic structures integrate with other gestural symbolic structures to form complex gestural constructions, and (3) gestural constructions are integrated with speech to form even more complex multimodal constructions. In 4.1, we examine functions that simple beat 2 A fuller treatment of manner of movement will require delving into the physics of motion, specifically the derivatives of location. The first derivative is velocity, or the rate of change of location; the second is acceleration (rate of change of velocity); the third is jerk (rate of change of acceleration). Our sense is that manner of movement (of path movement) involves acceleration and jerk. Other types of movements (e.g., cyclic) will require further analysis.
Speech-gesture constructions in cognitive grammar component structures serve in multimodal composites. In 4.2, we turn to more complex gestural constructions that include the co-expression of beat and point gestures. We explore the ways in which beat-point composites in the gestural channel are symbolically integrated with speech in multimodal constructions. We also examine symbolic motivations for the integration of beats and points in complex gestural constructions. We find that across the diversity in the specific contexts and constructions with which beat and point gestures are, both types of gestures play important roles in stancetaking acts and in the directing of attention.
Analysis 1: beats in multimodal constructions
We claim that beat gestures are symbolic structures. Figure 3 illustrates the schematic phonological and semantic structure of beat gestures. Beats are expressed phonologically as manner of movement. Semantically, beats are specified in the information structure channel. A primary semantic function of beats is to emphasize or highlight some material external to the beat, typically expressed in the spoken modality.
A significant property of beats is that they are phonologically and conceptually dependent structures, requiring autonomous structures for their instantiation. Phonologically, beats require an autonomous gesture carrier for their articulatory elaboration (indicated by the bold arrow in Figure 4 ). This is canonically specified by a handshape or, more accurately, by the movement of a handshape, since manner of movement is dependent on movement. It is possible for the movement of any more substantive and autonomous structure to serve as the phonological carrier for a beat. Beats are also phonologically dependent on symbolic structures expressed in spoken language. Beats align with and are dependent on pitch accents, which are specified in the intonation channel. Pitch accents are also dependent, making schematic reference to segmental content.
Semantically, beats are dependent structures making reference to some autonomous content, the information that is emphasized or highlighted. The emphasized information is typically specified in the objective content channel of the accompanying speech. As we will see in our data analysis, because speech tends to be expressed as complex constructions that integrate objective content with information structure, beats exhibit high degrees of semantic complexity.
Example (1), taken from a popular U.S. television talk show, shows a multimodal construction that includes a series of simple beats. 
1.
I have to say Molly Shannon in this movie gives the most unsentimental brave performance At this point in the interaction, after host Stephen Colbert says, "So let's talk about the movie", actor Bradley Whitford answers questions about the plot of a film in which he co-starred alongside actor Molly Shannon. Then, in (1), Whitford performs a stancetaking act in which he subjectively evaluates his co-star's performance in the film. During the expression of the evaluative stance act in the spoken utterance, Whitford uses several iterations of beat gestures. The beats in this example are expressed as a stressed manner of movement on a recurring downward movement of the speaker's right hand, which is holding a pair of glasses (see Figure 5) . 4 In this example the beat carrier is not symbolic;
rather it simply serves the instrumental function of holding glasses.
The beats in example (1) emphasize important symbolic structures in the spoken construction that are salient to the information structure conceptualization channel: the topical participant in the utterance (Molly Shannon), the current discourse topic (this movie), and informationally focused elements in the utterance (unsentimental, brave performance). A detailed account of informational focus is outside of the scope of this paper, but Langacker (2008: 208) broadly characterizes focus as the components in an expression "which the speaker wishes to foreground as a significant departure from what has already been established in the immediately preceding discourse". Informational focus is an aspect of information structure in which "new, nonpresupposed information is marked by one or more pitch accents" (Kiss 1998: 246) . Halliday (1967: 4 There are additional complexities in the gestural channel in this example that we do not discuss. In particular, some of the manual beats are co-expressed with head beats. Head beats are discussed further in example (2).
204) describes information focus as a type of emphasis "whereby the speaker marks out a part of a message block as that which he wishes to be interpreted as informative" (i.e., textually and situationally new information). In (1), we see that the particularly informative elements of objective content at the semantic pole of the spoken composite utterance (i.e., the topic and nonpresupposed information) are emphasized with dependent symbolic structures in gesture and speech (i.e., beats and pitch accents, respectively). Additionally, each of the topical and focused elements in the spoken utterance that are emphasized with beat gestures have salient roles in the stancetaking act that is evoked by the spoken composite utterance. In looking at the entire utterance, we see that it evokes an evaluative stancetaking act within the information structure channel. Evaluative stance has been defined as an act through which a conceptualizer (the stancetaker) "orients to an object of stance" (the target of the evaluation) and "characterizes it as having some specific quality or value" (Du Bois 2007: 143) . Table 1 more clearly distinguishes the components of this particular stancetaking act (adapted from the format used in Du Bois 2007).
In the utterance immediately preceding the one shown in example (1), Whitford evaluates the authenticity of the film that he is promoting in accurately capturing the experience of losing a parent (the topic of the film). He mentions that he has personally experienced the loss of his own parents and says that he ("I") "thought this was the most honest (film) including the humor". In (1), the target of evaluative stance changes from the preceding utterance. The evaluative target moves from the authenticity of the film to Molly Shannon's performance in the film. This change is indicated by the complement-taking predicate phrase (CTP-phrase) "I have to say". This collocational CTP-phrase signals that the speaker will present a new evaluation in the complement clause that follows and prepares the addressee for a transition to a new target of evaluation (see Thompson 2002 for an analysis of these CTPphrases as stance markers). The apex of the first beat aligns phonologically with the complement-taking predicate "say", which is the most substantive word in the CTP-phrase. Notice that the speaker-stancetaker in (1), which is elaborated by "I", does not receive a beat gesture. In this specific example, the stancetaker is not particularly salient. One reason why we argue this to be the case is because the speaker is the expected stancetaker in language use. What is perhaps more important to this particular interaction, however, is that the speaker was already overtly established as stancetaker in the stance act expressed in the preceding utterance. In this case, the speaker as stancetaker is still expected to be active and accessible to the addressee. We will see a different pattern in the second example (2) when different stancetakers are introduced across juxtaposed utterances.
The second beat in (1) aligns with "Shannon", emphasizing the new target of stance (Molly Shannon) to which the evaluation is oriented. The beat that falls on "Shannon", rather than Molly, singles out the particular participant at whom the evaluation is directed. It is the word that selects for reference the particular Molly whose performance is being evaluated and distinguishes her from other possible "Mollys" in the world. The next two beats occur on "this movie", which is the current discourse topic but also part of the object of stance in this evaluation. These two beats, in addition to emphasizing the discourse topic, serve a more localized (i.e., immediate) role in this construction of emphasizing the context or scope in which the evaluative stance of Molly Shannon's performance is to be interpreted. Whitford is making an evaluation of Molly Shannon's performance in this particular movie, not an evaluation of her general acting abilities. The fifth and sixth beats align with the evaluative objective content. The attributive expressions "unsentimental" and "brave" assign a favorable evaluation of Molly Shannon's performance in the (this) movie. The final beat aligns with "performance", which is also part of the target of the stance act but is temporally separated from the other meanings that are targeted in the evaluation. The full target of evaluation is Molly Shannon's performance in this movie. Whitford's use of beats in this example emphasizes components in the objective content of speech that serve important roles in the evaluation. The symbolic units in speech that are emphasized with beats function to (1) introduce a new stancetaking act, (2) orient to a new object (or target) of stance, and (3) provide an evaluation.
In (1), the spoken symbolic structures that are highlighted with beats are multifunctional. Not only do these spoken structures serve important roles in a particular stancetaking act that is relevant to the local discourse context; these elements serve key roles at a higher level of information structure, such as the roles of discourse topic and focused participant within that topic. While an utterance includes component elements that have semantic specification in the objective content channel, the significance of the elements to other elements within a spoken composite construction and the relation that construction has to neighboring constructions, is specified at the information structure channel. The meanings of beats are specified in the information structure channel because their meanings are reliant on the higher-level functions of the component structures in speech. The semantic function of a beat's emphasis is not elaborated by the objective content of the spoken structure with which it is aligned. It is elaborated by the role the spoken structure serves within the composite utterance, across adjacent utterances, and in the broader discourse.
Analysis 2: beat and points in multimodal assemblies
In this section we examine constructions that incorporate a higher level of complexity in the gestural channel. We analyze multimodal symbolic assemblies that include the simultaneous and integrated expression of beats and pointing gestures.
Our analysis of pointing is also based on CG (Langacker 2016b; Wilcox and Occhino 2016) . Pointing falls within the semantic domain of nominal grounding. Grounding serves to indicate the epistemic status of a nominal or clausal referent; that is, grounding specifies where a referent "stands in relation to what we currently know and what we are trying to ascertain" (Langacker 2008: 297) . For nominals, the goal is to identify a selected referent. Reference is intersubjective: nominal grounding permits the speaker and hearer to identify and focus their attention on the same referent from among the multitude of other entities that populate our mental universe. According to Langacker (2016b: 106) , "the basis for identification is a path -a series of connections -leading from the conceptualizer (the origin) to the referent (the goal or target)". Figure 6 depicts a canonical case of pointing. G is the actual ground in the speech event, S and H are the speaker and hearer. The ground includes the area and entities visible to the speaker and hearer, the onstage or objective scene (OS). Pointing (solid arrow) singles out or identifies the one entity on which the speaker wants the hearer to focus her attention (FOC). This act of pointing has a "directive force" (double arrow): "it instructs the hearer to follow its direction, so that both interlocutors end up focusing attention on the same entity, the gesture's intended referent" (Langacker 2016b: 110) . In canonical pointing, the directive force of a pointing gesture instructs the hearer to visually follow its direction. In more abstract pointing, the hearer may be instructed to conceptually "follow" the direction so that both interlocutors focus attention on the same conceptual entity. 5 It is this use of pointing to direct attention at a conceptual referent that has been extensively grammaticalized in signed languages (Wilcox and Occhino 2016) .
Speech-gesture constructions in cognitive grammar
Langacker's analysis suggests that pointing consists of two components: a directive force of attention and an entity on which that attention is focused. We thus analyze pointing gestures as complex symbolic structures (i.e., constructions) consisting of two component symbolic structures. The first, a pointing device, serves to direct attention. Its phonological pole is some articulator capable of directing the hearer to follow its direction. Pointing devices vary from culture to culture, the index finger and lax hand being common in western cultures, although any articulator sufficiently mobile enough to be moved or oriented toward some real or imagined entity could serve as a pointing device. The semantic pole of the pointing device symbolic structure is schematic, with a meaning of "direct attention to" or "focus attention on".
The second component symbolic structure is a Place. 6 The phonological pole of Place is some location in the ground, the visible physical space surrounding the interlocutors in the current speech event. In a canonical use of pointing it is the location of the referent in the objective situation. In terms of conceptualization, it is the end point of a subjective mental path leading from the conceptualizer to the entity on which the speaker wants the hearer to focus her attention. The semantic pole of Place schematically profiles a thing; in an actual speech event it is the intended referent. The two symbolic structures constituting a pointing gesture are thus a gestural construction, as shown in Figure 7 . Above the diagram, the double arrow corresponds to Langacker's directive force which is the semantic function of the pointing device. The bolded circle represents the focus of attention, the entity identified by Place. As Kendon (2010: 20) has noted, "However pointing is done, all actions regarded as 'pointing', seem to have in common a characteristic movement 6 Place is capitalized as a reminder that it names the entire symbolic structure.
pattern in which the body part regarded as doing the pointing is moved in a way that is recognized as having [a] well defined linear path." Conceptually, we suggest that this movement pattern, a dynamic quality described by Eco (1976) as 'movement toward', corresponds to the mental path leading from the conceptualizer to the target or intended referent. Phonologically, it is realized as a dependent movement of some more autonomous articulator. The movement, an elaboration of a more autonomous structure, operates on the pointing device's location, resulting in the linear path 'movement toward'. Movement also can operate on orientation, producing an orienting rather than linear movement. In either case, the function of the pointing device is to direct attention, conceptually and perhaps visually, at the Place.
The pointing device can integrate with a beat gesture to form a higher lever composite symbolic structure in the gestural channel, a beat-point construction (Figure 8 ). Together the handshape and movement, either linear or orienting, serve as the phonological carrier for the beat symbolic structure. Because the carrier is a pointing device, it is itself a symbolic structure. The beat, phonologically expressed as manner of movement, modifies the movement of the pointing device. Additionally, the semantic poles of the two symbolic structures are conceptually compatible: the schematic meaning of the pointing device is to direct attention, and the beat has a schematic meaning of emphasis, a kind of focused attention. 
As we will see in our data analysis, pointing constructions can also function to establish reference points. Reference points recruit our ability "to invoke the conception of one entity for purposes of establishing mental contact with another" (Langacker 1993: 5) . A reference point, labeled R in Figure 9 , defines a conceptual region, the dominion (D), which includes all the entities or targets (T) with which the reference point affords mental access. A reference point permits a conceptualizer (C) to establish mental contact with a target. In other words, the conceptualizer's focus of attention follows a mental path, through the reference point, and makes mental contact with a particular target.
Reference points figure in many constructions, including possessives (Langacker 1993 ), pronominal anaphora (Van Hoek 1995 , and topics (Langacker 1993) , including discourse topics. Reference points are conceptual entities anchoring conceptual structures, their associated dominion (Van Hoek 1997) . When used in pointing constructions in signed languages (Wilcox and Occhino 2016) , and as we will demonstrate for pointing constructions in gesture, reference points can be realized phonologically as actual points directing attention in the ground, the visible space surrounding interlocutors. In using a pointing construction as a reference point, the pointing device directs attention to a particular phonological location in the current ground, the phonological pole of a Place structure. Initially, the pointing construction functions in its canonical role to direct attention to a grounded nominal. Once established, any grounded nominal can serve conceptually as a reference point. Subsequent points to this Place structure renew mental contact with the nominal, which now functions as a reference point, instructing the hearer to continue the mental journey to a target in the reference point's (the nominal's) dominion. How does the hearer know which of myriad entities in the reference point's dominion will be the target, the new focus of attention? One strategy is to simultaneously name the target in the speech stream.
Our second example takes place during one of the 2016 presidential primary debates between Hillary Clinton and Bernie Sanders in Flint, Michigan. The candidates are standing on a stage, both behind podiums that are approximately at waist level. From the audience perspective, Clinton is on the left and Sanders is on the right.
During this part of the debate, the audience has been permitted to ask the two candidates questions. The particular segment of the discourse that we have selected to analyze occurs during one of Clinton's turns in responding to the question "How will you encourage companies to keep factories here in the U.S. instead of moving them to other countries?". In Clinton's first turn answering the question, she emphasizes the incentives she plans to give companies who keep their manufacturing plants in the U.S. and describes the penalties she would like to impose on companies that move manufacturing work to other countries. Sanders begins his first turn (following Clinton) by criticizing Clinton for her past voting record, which includes her support of trans-national trade agreements that had provisions in them that Sanders argues were bad for Speech-gesture constructions in cognitive grammar manufacturing jobs in the United States. Sanders accuses Clinton of "voting for every disastrous trade agreement and voting for corporate America".
Clinton, in her second turn, responds to Sanders's criticism by shifting the discourse topic to the auto industry bailout. She criticizes Sanders for not supporting the bailout in early 2009. It is likely that Clinton believes that this topic is especially important to the members of the audience. The people of Flint, Michigan have historically relied heavily on the auto industry for jobs, and the bailout was crucial for the economy of the state of Michigan. Clinton then returns to Sanders' criticism about her voting record aligning with corporate interests and defends herself by emphasizing her vote on one bill in particular, an auto industry bailout bill negotiated by the Bush administration at the end of his second term in 2009. She acknowledges that there were provisions in the bill with which she did not agree and which she would have written differently, but follows with a play to the audience. Clinton says, "But was the auto bailout money in it [the bill]? The three hundred and fifty billion dollars that was needed to begin the restructuring of the auto industry. Yes, it was." From this point, we begin our analysis. A transcription of the spoken discourse included in our analysis is shown in (2). In order to account for the symbolic integration of the gestural expressions with the spoken language constructions in this second example, we again need to discuss stancetaking, this time examining stance acts that Clinton performs. We focus first on the initial intonation unit (IU) in the example that is shown in lines 1-5 in the excerpt. In this IU, Clinton establishes a semantic relationship between an evaluative stance that she has established in prior discourse (i.e., Sanders is a one issue candidate) and a new stance act (i.e., people in positions of responsibility are required to make difficult decisions). Table 2 more clearly distinguishes the components of this stancetaking act. The semantic relationship that is established between the two stances is complex and accessed inferentially. Together the two juxtaposed stances serve two complementary functions: (1) Clinton defending herself against Sanders's criticism about her voting record and (2) Clinton shifting the criticism to Sanders for simplifying the complexities of bipartisanship.
In examining the gestures in the first stance act, we see that Clinton produces a pointing construction on the word "I" in the first clause in line 1 (Figure 10 ). The pointing construction is phonologically expressed with an open-B handshape, the palm contacting her chest. This pointing construction identifies the semantic pole of the Place with the speaker, as does the spoken first-person pronoun. Clinton's point is followed by a hold during the expression "talk about" in which her hand remains at her chest in the same location as the phonological pole of the Place that was just established. With this hold, Clinton is continuing to make use of the symbolic Place that she established with the point. The objective content evoked by the co-expressed speech (i.e., the speech during the hold) bears a relationship to the semantic pole of Place. Specifically, Clinton ("I") semantically assumes the agent role in the process profiled by the verbal expression "talk (about)". This verbal process (a speaking event) is conceptually dependent on the agent or speaker performing the speaking event (i.e., Hillary Clinton). Clinton also serves as the semantic pole of Place. The hold associated with this Place evokes (through gesture) the relationship between the verbal process and the participant role on which it is dependent (encoded in speech). Following the hold, Clinton performs a second pointing construction in line 1 (Figure 11 ). This pointing construction is also phonologically expressed with an open-B handshape but here the movement is directed contralaterally to the left side of Clinton's body (toward Bernie Sanders). 8 The point slightly precedes the spoken language expression "Senator Sanders" that elaborates Sanders as the semantic pole of Place in this pointing construction. Three head beats follow the points in line 1, aligning with each of the words, one issue candidate.
Returning to the discussion of the construction shown in line 1 as a stance act, we see points being assigned to both the stancetaker (Clinton) and the target of stance (Sanders) and beats assigned to the evaluative meanings in the stance act (one issue candidate). Each of the key aspects of the stance act are marked 
with attention directing devices in gesture (either points or beats). The beat gestures that align with the evaluation presented in speech are expressed by the head rather than produced manually. Unlike the Whitford example in Section 4.1, there is no beat assigned to the stance target. This example, however, has an important functional difference from the Whitford example; in this case, Clinton is not performing a new stance act. This stance, in which Clinton characterizes Sanders as a "one issue candidate", has already been established. Clinton is reevoking it to serve a new function in relationship to the entirely new stance act that she performs in lines 4-5. The stance act in line 1 is construed as already known by the audience. We can see this expectation reflected in the information structure channel of the speech through the embedding and subordination of this stance act (signaled by the subordinator "when"). It is implied in this use of a temporal adverbial phrase that Clinton has repeatedly expressed this stance about Sanders. Clinton's recycling of a previously established stance might be the motivation for the low degree of emphasis (at least in the form of beat gestures) that components in this stance act receive.
Separating the first two stancetaking acts in this example, we see a transitional clause (lines 2-3) I mean, very clearly. This clause serves a similar function as I have to say did in the Whitford example (1). Through the use of the firstperson pronoun and the propositional attitude predicate I mean, this clause signals that the complement clause that follows will introduce a new stance act. Despite the speakers in the two examples using different semantic types of complement-taking predicates (an utterance predicate, say, and a propositional attitude predicate, mean), the clauses are similar in that one of the functions of each is to introduce a new stance act. The predicates in both examples receive a beat gesture (performed with a strong head beat in this second example). This transitional clause I mean also participates in the stance act that follows by explicitly identifying the stancetaker as the speaker with the overt use of the first-person pronoun. A manual beat that aligns with the first-person pronoun emphasizes the role Hillary Clinton has as stancetaker in the entirely new stance act that follows. The transitional clause in lines 2-3 is also important because it suggests that the prior stance that Clinton has recalled in line 1 is semantically related to the upcoming stance (lines 4-5). Specifically, the clause, I mean very clearly is conceptually dependent on the two stances (the one that precedes it and the one that follows) to have meaning.
The second stance act in this example (lines 4-5) receives beats that emphasize the target (or object) of stance and the evaluation. In this case, the evaluation is introduced before the full target of stance is expressed, and the strongest beats align with words that express the most substantive meanings related to the evaluation (hard choices). Beats that are reduced in movement size align with the words that express meanings associated with the target of the stance act (you/ you're, in, positions, responsibility). The stancetaker and evaluation receive a greater degree of emphasis, in terms of the force of the beat, than the stance target. It is important to note that the stance target is initially construed with a generic use of the second-person pronoun (you). This use of generic reference overtly codes the target of stance as a category of people rather than a specific individual. The category includes people in positions of responsibility, a grouping to which Clinton (and Sanders) belong. This particular evaluative stance act has to be interpreted within the context of a previous stance taken by Sanders. Clinton seems to use this stance act to reject alignment with Sanders's prior position in which he suggested that Clinton supports the interests of corporate America. Rather than overtly defending herself in speech (e.g., I had to make hard choices), Clinton construes this evaluation in lines 4-5 as targeting other nonspecific referents who are politicians. By doing this she implies that difficult decisions come with the job of being a politician and that she is not the only politician who has had to compromise on legislation. Perhaps the attenuated beats on the target of stance are related to the fact that Clinton is obscuring the primary target of the stance, herself. Clinton is not overtly coded in speech as the target of stance but can be metonymically understood to be included as part of the target because she is someone in a position of responsibility. The actual target of stance (Clinton) is also retrievable through the relationship this stance act has to the broader discourse, Clinton defending herself against Sanders's earlier criticism.
In the next intonation unit (lines 6-8) we find beats simultaneously integrating not only with meanings expressed in the spoken language but also with pointing constructions to form symbolic assemblies in gesture. In line 6, Clinton directs a point on the words the two Senators to a location in the audience, fully extending her arm toward that location, which is the phonological pole of the pointing construction's Place structure. It is perhaps also the physical location of the Senators, who may well have been present for the debate and seated in the audience. The schematic semantic pole of this Place is elaborated by the spoken phrase the two Senators (Figure 12a ). As the pointing device reaches the phonological location of the Place, Clinton simultaneously performs a strong beat gesture with both her head and hand. The beat aligns with the senators, who function discursively as both topical participants as well as stancetakers in the stance act that is presented in a clause that follows (line 8). Clinton was the stancetaker in the prior stance act. This strong emphasis on senators may, at least in part, be due to the fact that they are being established as new stancetakers (in addition to the important relationship the senators have to the audience). Subsequent points are directed to the same location, with beats also occurring on the words stood, and said (Figure 12(b) and 12(c) ). Each beat-point is attenuated phonologically, both in the force of their downward movements and in the degree to which the arm is extended. The last beat, on the word said, is the least extended of the three; this beat is also attenuated, produced only with the hand.
There is a notable semantic difference between the first Place structure that is emphasized and the subsequently emphasized Place structures. In the first, the schematic semantic pole of the Place structure, a thing, is elaborated by the spoken words the two Senators. In the subsequent two pointing constructions, the semantic pole of Place is not elaborated by the simultaneous spoken words: the semantic poles of these two Places are not 'stood' and 'said'. Rather, by directing the pointing device to the same Place already used in the pointing construction associated with the two Senators, these points refer anaphorically to "the two Senators" as a reference point, and its dominion provides "a context with respect to which an expression is interpreted (or into which its content is integrated)" (Langacker 1993: 24) . The spoken words in this case evoke targets in the dominion of the reference point: they identify salient actions that the senators perform as members of Congress: standing (on the floor) and saying are actions they took to garner support for the passage of legislation to release the bailout funds. These actors and their actions are also important to Clinton's defense of her position on the bailout (voting in favor of it) and her continued response to Sander's criticism. The senators, with whom she expects her audience to align, publicly held the same position that she did. In the composite gestural construction, the point and beat work together to establish a reference point and to emphasize that reference point (and its dominion) as being particularly salient in the discourse, for the reasons we have discussed.
At this point, Clinton changes the direction of movement, and in our analysis, although she continues to produce a series of rapid beats with the B-handshape, the hand no longer serves as a pointing device in a pointing construction. The direction of her arm moves from central or neutral gesture space along a linear path towards Clinton's right. A quick, reduced beat occurs on we, with stronger beats occurring on get, this, and money. The beats are short, downward movements along the rightward path. The path movement ends with Clinton's arm extended at a final location at her right on the word released (Figure 13 ). This path movement can be interpreted as metaphorically mapping the concept of time onto space using a transversal temporal timeline (i.e., one that runs horizontally), as has been observed in co-speech gesture in some languages (Casasanto and Jasmin 2012; Cooperrider and Núñez 2009 ). In particular, English speakers typically gesture from left to right to show development through time when using a transversal timeline. In this example, the event being described in the complement clause of the speech event, "get this money released", emphasizes the protracted process leading up to the release of the money. This movement from left to right during the expression of the beats with the complement clause may be interpreted as evoking that development through time. The placement of beats on we, get, this, money and released along with the path motion seem to emphasize the steps in the process of getting the money released by aligning with the most salient meanings in the event structure (the agent, the patient and the event). The composite multimodal construction emphasizes the process and steps directed at achieving the end goal, which is the release of the bailout funds. At the same time, the complement clause elaborates on the stancetaking act by introducing the target and the evaluation of the stance act taken by the two senators (Table 3) . Again, the beats are multifunctional in the emphatic role they serve in the multimodal composite, with one dimension of their meaning corresponding (now familiarly) to the emphasis of roles associated with stancetaking.
In lines 9-11, Clinton again produces pointing constructions simultaneously with beats expressed on both the hands and head. The first occurs in the phrase "I went with them" (Figure 14) . One might think that the pointing construction co-occurring with I would be directed towards the speaker, as we saw earlier in this example (line 1). Here, however, the B-handshape that serves as the pointing device and manual beat carrier on the word I (line 9) is directed toward the location associated with the Place previously established for the senators and their stance. Clinton continues to use this location in her next statement, "and I went with Barack Obama," again placing a point and a beat on I. While the arm extension associated with the subsequent point is reduced or attenuated, the manner of movement associated with the beat is strong, being co-expressed manually and with the head. Conceptually, by saying, "I went with them and I went with Barack Obama", Clinton has aligned herself with the stance of the two senators ("them") and their efforts to get the money for the auto industry bailout released, which she established in the previous intonation unit. President Obama's stance (which Clinton established as being in support of the bailout several minutes prior in the discourse) is also shown to be included in the dominion of the reference point that was previously established in that location. She accomplishes alignment phonologically in gesture by using the same location, a physical location in the audience, across all these Place structures. Through this use of the phonological location associated with the reference point in gesture, Clinton also aligns herself conceptually with the voting members of the audience, many of whom undoubtedly were workers in the auto industry and who supported their state senators and Obama's efforts to get the Speech-gesture constructions in cognitive grammar bailout approved. She further emphasizes this alignment through the co-expression of beats with the pointing construction. This conceptual and phonological alignment is then used to create a vivid contrast in line 11. During this IU, Clinton changes arms and produces pointing gestures with her left arm. First, she directs the B-handshape pointing device on her left hand toward a Place on her left while saying, "You did not" (Figure 15 ). The phonological pole of this Place coincides with the physical location of Sanders, who is standing on her left. The semantic pole of Place, which is elaborated by the second-person pronoun "you", is Bernie Sanders. Contrasting with the Place used for the two senators, Obama, and her alignment with them, Sanders is conceptually placed in opposition to the bailout and its supporters; by switching arms and pointing to Sanders with a strong beat manner of motion, she strengthens the contrast by using his location on stage as the phonological location of the gestural Place structure produced with You. Through this complex use of speech and gesture, Sanders is portrayed as being politically, conceptually, and physically (phonologically) up on stage, aloof as it were, and non-aligned with the auto industry bailout, the politicians who supported it, and most importantly, the audience. On the other hand, Clinton has portrayed herself as politically, conceptually, and physically (phonologically) aligned with the voters, their senators, and the president who supported the restructuring and rescue of their employer, the auto industry. The complex beat-point constructions in lines 9-11 are used to establish and emphasize relationships between different stances, and by extension, different stancetakers. Beat-point constructions align with spoken symbolic structures that evoke the speaker and hearer at the semantic pole (I and you). In order to understand the significance of the repeated use of this schematic gestural construction (i. e., the beat-point construction) in these specific multimodal expressions, one has to consider the roles of the speaker and hearer at both the local level (within the specific utterance and neighboring utterances) as well as their role in the broader discourse context. If we look at the general discourse genre (i.e., Presidential debate) and context of the speaking event (in front of an audience from Michigan), we can recognize that the goal of this discourse is for Clinton to convince the audience of eligible voters and other eligible voters watching remotely that she is on their side and that, ultimately, they should vote for her rather than Bernie Sanders. Within this particular section of the discourse Clinton is making an appeal to the audience, hoping that they will recognize that she has stood with them in the past when Sanders has not. The overall aim of a Presidential debate is for the candidates to gain new supporters. If one considers the relationship between that aim and the local linguistic context (lines 9-11) in which Clinton shows her alignment with the voting audience and Sanders' lack of alignment with the voting audience, the contrast in alignment between the two candidates is especially salient to the discourse. This saliency is overtly encoded in the gestural channel in the form of the magnified attention directing beat-point construction. One could analyze an emphasized point to Bernie Sanders as explicitly referring to Bernie Sanders, but it is the role that Sanders (evoked in speech by "you") serves in the clausal context (topic of clause), the interactional setting (political opponent), and his relationship to the stances evoked in previous constructions (not aligned) that all interact with the use of this beat-point construction.
Discussion: directing intersubjective attention
Writing on the significance of intonation, Bolinger (1986: 74) pointed out that:
Logical people like to view language as primarily the business of exchanging information. This view is reinforced by the importance we attach to writing: most of what we read is written to inform, either the mind or the imagination. But speech is difâferent. It informs sometimes (as often inadvertently as by intent), but much of the time its aim is to cajole, persuade, entreat, excuse, cow, deceive, or merely to maintain contact -to let the hearer know that 'channels are open'. Furthermore, even when we inform we are not above slipping in an extra message sub rosa: 'the information I am giving you is important'. (Bolinger 1986: 74) Speech-gesture constructions in cognitive grammar Speaking, gesturing, and signing provide language users with symbolic resources with which they strive to share a conceptual world and jointly focus attention on entities and occurrences within that shared world. If this can be accomplished, speakers and interlocutors are said to have achieved intersubjective alignment -"momentary alignment in the interlocutors' scope of awareness and focus of attention" (Langacker 2017: 2) . Although an auspicious accomplishment, joint attention alone is not enough. Intersubjective alignment requires more: the sub rosa message "the information I am giving you is important". Not all of the information is equally important in terms of the contribution it makes to a speaker's communicative goals. A variety of symbolic resources, such as word choice, intonation, beats, and points can be recruited by the speaker to direct an addressee's attention to those components of an expression that are especially important.
As Langacker (2001) has pointed out, another dimension of linguistic organization serving to direct attention at the level of discourse presents information in "windows of attention" marked by intonation units (Chafe 1994) . Speakers use these attentional frames to "regulate the amount of effortful material presented in a single window of attention" (Langacker 2001: 154-155 ). This in turn facilitates the management of attention. Attentional frames are also symbolic structures: the phonological pole consists of an intonational grouping which serves particular functions associated with the information structure channel at the semantic pole. Langacker (2017) writes that grammar refâlects the interplay of descriptive and discursive factors, each of which involves focusing or directing attention. Descriptive focusing involves profâiling or conceptual reference. For example, a noun such as Senators, when occurring in the nominal clause The two senators, identifies and profiles a conceptual referent in the objective content channel. Pointing serves much the same referential function, identifying and profiling some entity towards which the speaker directs the attention of the hearer. Discursive focusing is a higher-level analog of focusing. Discursive focus is often expressed through the information structure channel. In speech, discursive focus may be expressed as pitch accent or attentional frames. Beats are similar to attentional frames in that their meanings are associated with the information structure channel.
9 Unlike attentional frames, however, which typically incorporate larger sequences of structural elements within an intonation unit, beats operate on a narrower scope. In multimodal speech-gesture constructions, beats align with pitch-accented syllables; when co-expressed with pointing constructions in the gestural channel, they occur on the pointing device. Figure 16 illustrates these symbolic structures and how they are manifest in different conceptualization and vocalization channels.
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Recognizing that symbolic structures can be expressed through different vocalization channels and can have meanings that are most salient to a particular conceptualization channel is useful because it allows us to better account for how and why symbolic structures are integrated in multimodal constructions. In constructions that incorporate simple beats and speech (as discussed in 4.1), the endpoint of the movement that elaborates a beat in the gestural channel aligns with pitch accents in the intonation channel. At the semantic pole, beats and pitch accents are both markers of emphasis (conventionally called "prominence" for pitch accents), which is a broad category of meaning that is associated with the information structure conceptualization channel. In specific usage events, pitch accents are functionally associated with focus Speech-gesture constructions in cognitive grammar (Pierrehumbert 1980; Selkirk 1986 ). Both beats and pitch accents are semantically dependent on speech because their emphatic meanings in the information structure channel require material from the objective content channel (i.e., the thing or relationship being emphasized and focused). Pitch accents are also phonologically dependent on segmental content in speech as their expressive carrier. We saw that beats sometimes provide additional emphasis to informationally focused meanings to which pitch accents also direct attention. Multimodal constructions that incorporate beats were additionally found to have a relationship to other meanings elaborated through information structure. We saw, for example, that beats emphasize segmental content that, in addition to having objective content meaning, serves higher-level functions as the major components of stancetaking acts.
In more complex multimodal constructions in which beats and points are co-expressed, the beat apex not only aligns with the pitch accents in the intonation channel of speech but with the pointing device in the gestural channel. Even though beats and pointing gestures are expressed through the same vocalization channel, their phonological co-expression is possible because the pointing device does not require a particular manner of movement. The manner of movement aspect is thus available for the expression of beats. At the semantic pole, the co-expression of beats and points is also felicitous: they are both used to direct intersubjective attention. When beats and pointing constructions are co-expressed as a complex gestural construction with speech, we see these attention directing devices integrate to serve unique functions. In the Clinton-Sanders debate, for example, they were used in coordination to provide extra emphasis when establishing reference points elaborated through the spoken channel.
While multimodal constructions that incorporate pointing can establish and direct attention to reference points (Place structures) without the help of beats, the integration of beats and points emphasizes that certain stancetakers and their stances are particularly important to the speaker's message. In particular, we saw that Clinton's use of the beat-point constructions heightened the amount of attention directed to various stancetakers and their relationship (i.e., aligned or not aligned) to the stance with which the audience was expected to assume. Together, beats and points provide a higher degree of directive force than when points are expressed without beats. Patterns in the data suggest this added directive force, which instructs the hearer how to "apprehend [a message] in accordance with established convention" (Langacker 2008: 460) , may be motivated in part by the performance of an important functional component of stancetaking: positioning and alignment of stancetakers across stance acts. While beat-point constructions can increase the directive force they lend to the symbolic structures with which they align, what they don't do is directly reveal why those structures are important. It is up to the addressee to interpret the significance from the larger discourse context as it unfolds in time.
Conclusions
Directing attention is a ubiquitous conceptual function in discourse. Attention directing strategies are available in both spoken language and gesture. We have examined two strategies that are expressed in the gestural channel, beats and points. Points serve this semantic function through the directive force of the pointing device, which instructs the hearer to direct attention at the Place, specifically at the entity that elaborates the semantic pole of Place. Beats direct attention through their semantic function of emphasis in the information structure conceptualization channel.
The semantic and phonological poles of symbolic structures exhibit internal complexity, described in CG as the conceptualization and vocalization channels. What has not been recognized to date is that the gesture channel is internally complex. Manual gestures are composed of handshapes in certain locations and orientations, which move with a particular manner of movement. These articulatory aspects of gestures exhibit autonomy/dependence relations. Further, we have shown that these aspects of the gestural channel may independently become associated with semantic content. We have demonstrated, for example, that beats are symbolic structures, their semantic pole manifest in the information structure channel and their phonological pole expressed as manner of movement.
Beats are multiply dependent symbolic structures. Being expressed as manner of movement, beats are highly dependent structures in the gesture channel, making schematic reference to movement, which itself is dependent because it makes schematic reference to an autonomous articulator (hand, head, etc.) . Beats are also dependent on the phonological pole of symbolic structures expressed in spoken language. Beats align with and are dependent on pitch accents specified in the intonation channel, which in turn are dependent on segmental content.
Beats are also highly dependent semantic structures. Beats make reference to some autonomous content, the information that is emphasized or highlighted. This autonomous content is typically elaborated by the objective content channel of the semantic pole of the accompanying speech. As we saw in our data analysis, because the accompanying speech also consists of complex constructions integrating objective content with information structure, and because beats are semantically dependent on speech, beats exhibit high degrees of semantic complexity as well. It is this highly dependent and complex symbolic character of beats that make them particularly wellsuited to combine with other gestures, such as points. As we noted, while other researchers (McNeill et al. 2015) have observed that beats are often "overlaid" on other gesture types, our analysis reveals how this semantic and phonological integration takes place. Perhaps the multiply dependent phonological and semantic properties of beats are also what have led to their characterization as "formless hand movements that convey no semantic information" (Özçalışkan and Goldin-Meadow 2009: 3) .
As analysts, we often choose to focus on specific dimensions of meaning because of the need to narrow the scope of our analysis. For instance, we can zoom in and look at the objective content meaning of a noun within a noun phrase, or zoom out and look at the participant role the noun phrase serves within the clause, such as agent or patient. We can zoom out further to examine the role of the noun phrase across neighboring clauses, or even further to look at the function the noun phrase serves at a higher level of discourse. While we often focus only on one or two levels of meaning in a particular study, it is important to recognize that in interaction a noun/noun phrase (or any type of expression) evokes all of these dimensions of meanings at once. In language use, symbolic structures can express meanings that are associated with objective content, but those structures are invariably structured in relationship to one another, serving particular purposes associated with information structure and speech management. In focusing on the information structure channel, we have found that points and beats in composite multimodal constructions can be used to emphatically establish references that are associated with stancetakers and their positioning. We also saw that gestural reference points that have previously been associated with a particular stancetaker and stance act can be repurposed with a beat-point construction to show the speaker's alignment with that stancetaker and their position.
It is important to recognize that this study was microanalytic, and the patterns observed in the data cannot be generalized to suggest that beat constructions or beat-point constructions are used only or typically for these functions. However, our findings provide a useful point of departure for future investigations, which would test the patterns we observed across a greater number of tokens and speakers and across other genres. While we have only examined beat gestures and beat-point constructions, we believe our analysis could be applied to other gestural constructions integrating, for example, beats and cyclic gestures (Ladewig 2012) , or points and palm-up-open-hand gestures (Müller 2004) . Some questions that arise from this study are (1) are beats typically associated with the emphasis of elements of stancetaking, and (2) do beat-point constructions serve functions other than those related to emphatically marking stance alignment and positioning? Additionally, there was variability in the degree of emphasis provided by beats, such as the difference in emphasis provided by a head beat alone versus a head beat that is co-expressed with a manual beats. While we speculated on motivations for the cases observed in the data, future research should examine whether there are significant functional patterns to the use of beat gestures of differing articulators and intensities.
An important implication that arises from this study is an understanding that manual gestures, which have historically been regarded as holistic and noncomponential, can be symbolically complex gestural constructions, as we saw with beat-point constructions. We urge multimodal language researchers not to define a complex gestural construction by the role that a single symbolic structure plays within that construction. We include as constructions those that integrate component spoken symbolic structures (spoken constructions); those that integrate component gestural symbolic structures (gestural constructions); and constructions composed of component symbolic structures from speech and gesture. The latter are multimodal constructions.
We hope to have demonstrated in this paper that gesture can be described using the same theoretical and analytical concepts that Cognitive Grammar applies to the study of language, and that by taking this approach reveals much about how speech and gesture are integrated at all levels of discourse. The overall result, we believe, will lead to conceptual unification and theoretical clarification in our understanding of the relation between language and gesture.
Appendix 1: Methods
Each video segment included in the analysis was exhaustively examined for manual and non-manual beat gestures using ELAN. Each potential manual beat token was examined using a frame-by-frame analysis (first described by Seyfeddinipur 2006: 104-106) . For each token, the first frame in which the hand was blurred on the downstroke was marked as the beginning of the stroke phase and the last frame in which the hand was blurred on the downstroke was marked as the end of the stroke phase. A stroke is the primary movement phase that characterizes a dynamic gesture. To be counted as a manual beat, hand blurring had to be present on the downstroke. The beat apex was identified as the furthest point on the downstroke and was characterized by a lack of blurring of the hand. Non-manual beats were identified as those in which the head moved abruptly forward stopped before retraction. In order to be coded as a non-manual beat, a further requirement was that the stroke that included the beat be expressed on a prosodically stressed content word.
Separate tiers were created in ELAN to code handshapes and the spoken language that corresponded to the stroke. After the initial coding process by the first author, both authors examined each of the tokens to ensure that they agreed on each token's coding status as a beat. As non-manual beats do not reliably show blurring of the articulator during the stroke phase, this agreement between researchers was a particularly important step. This same frame-by-frame analysis was followed for the identification of pointing gestures.
In the transcriptions, the bolded words align with beats. The italicized syllable in a bolded word aligns with the apex of the beat.
Appendix 2: Gesture transcription conventions Beats manual beats = HND words that align with manual beats are bolded head beats = HEA words that align with head beats are underlined manual and head beats co-expressed = BOTH words that align with co-expressed manual and head beats are both bolded and underlined apex of beats the syllable(s) with which a beat apex aligns is/are italicized Points POINT includes the period of movement toward a location (that corresponds to the PLACE at the semantic pole) and the endpoint of the movement (when the location/PLACE is reached); boundaries are denoted by [ ] POINT HOLD static phase following a point in which the hand remains in the phonological location that corresponds to the semantic PLACE
Other Conventions
(reduc) the gesture is noticeably reduced in size of movement
